Abstract-Cyber physical systems, like power plants, medical devices and data centers have to meet high standards, both in terms of safety (i.e. absence of unintentional failures) and security (i.e. no disruptions due to malicious attacks).
I. INTRODUCTION
Safety and security are heavily intertwined: measures that increase safety often decrease security and vice versa: Implementing access policies may deter adversaries, but act as a hindrance in case of emergency operations; a non encrypted industrial communication is a simpler design choice, however it can be exploited by attackers to spoof the network. Thus, given their mutual dependence, safety and security should be considered in a combination, so that tradeoffs can be made.
In recent years, several methods for risk identification, evaluation and analysis eliciting both safety hazards and security threats have been proposed such as SAHARA [1] , CHASSIS [2] , FMVEA [3] . A majority of them, are application specific models (automotive, power) and geared towards the risk identification phase. A few attempts have been undertaken to integrate the attack trees and fault trees, leading to extended fault trees [4] , component fault trees [5] and FACT graphs [6] . However, as highlighted in [7] , these models are static i.e. none of them models the propagation of disruption (i.e. accidental and/or the malicious failures) over time. Also, existing approaches do not support realistic cost structures or shared subtrees. Finally, little attention is given to quantify the impact of disruption inflicted by the different adversaries.
A. Our approach.
In this paper, we propose attack-fault trees (AFTs) as formalism for the combined safety-security analysis. As their name suggests, AFTs overarch both attack trees and fault trees. Fault trees (FTs) are a classical formalism for reliability engineering that is heavily used in industry [8] , [9] . Attack trees (ATs) were coined by Schneier in the 90s as a security analogue for fault trees [10] , and have gained recent popularity, for instance as part of the UMLsec [11] and SysMLsec modelling languages [12] .
While attack trees and fault trees are similar in nature, they feature several important differences. Both attack trees and fault trees model how respectively basic attack steps and component failures, modelled in the leaves of the tree, propagate through the system; and propagation happens via gates. ATs and FTs differ in the type of goal/gate nodes, and therefore in their analysis algorithms [9] , [13] . Furthermore, security risks heavily depend on risk appetite, resources and the capabilities possessed by an attacker. For example, a malicious insider owning a better access and the knowledge of the vulnerabilities in an enterprise is a significant threat as compared to an opportunistic burglar. To get insight on which preventive measures can potentially dissuade each of these personas, various recent approaches include adversary attributes in attack tree analysis [14] , [15] .
The attack-fault trees we propose support all the syntactic constructs and the leaf behaviour from attack trees [13] , [17] and dynamic fault trees [8] , [9] . As such, they can very well capture the multistage and the dynamic temporal and causal safety and security interdependencies. An important contribution of this paper is the quantitative analysis of AFTs. Quantitative safety and security analysis, is pivotal for effective safety-security management, both to determine the most riskful scenarios and to select the most effective countermeasures. While quantitative fault tree analysis is a common practice [9] , quantitative security is advocated in industry only recently [18] , [19] . We consider multiple quantitative annotations on the AFTs like cost, time, failure probabilities and damage which can functionally be dependent on each other. Based on these annotations, we quantify several safetysecurity scenarios:
• As-is scenarios: Given an AFT, and a quantity of interest, we can compute its value: What is the probability, costs, or the skill level needed by an attacker persona to eventually disrupt or likely to disrupt the system within a certain mission time? [20] , [21] , a state-of-the-art method for stochastic analysis. SMC has been deployed in a wide number of areas, communication theory [22] , systems biology [23] , and many more [24] . Key feature of SMC technique is its compositionality, allowing one to build large models by composing smaller ones.
In this paper, we exploit the compositional SMC approach and translate each element (i.e., leaf or gate) of an AFT into a stochastic timed automaton (STA, [25] ). STAs are a powerful and flexible formalism that supports many features: they are state-transition diagrams supporting different discrete and continuous probability distributions, hard and soft time constraints, cost variables etc. Powerful tool support is provided by the model checker Uppaal SMC [26] . Thus, our models are modular yielding a significant benefit in terms of comprehensibility. Additionally, SMC allows simulation of complex systems where a simple closed-form solution does not exist or a rigorous state space search is infeasible, as in our case studies.
Further, we provide an adversary-based pruning of AFT by introducing attacker profiles. It allows us to perform the analysis for different combinations of attacker profiles and system configurations, resulting in a comprehensive risk analysis. We choose several distinct safety security scenarios as case studies in the section VI illustrating our modelling approach and each conveying the lessons learnt through its quantitative analysis.
B. Related work.
Traditionally, risk standards have exclusively focussed on either safety -Failure Mode, Effect and Criticality Analysis (FMECA, [27] ), and the SAE standardized language AADL with its error annex [28] or on security aspects -FAIR [29] and UML-based CORAS [30] . However, a need for an integrated safety and security analysis is also widely acknowledged, by the standards like ISO 26262 [31] and IEC 64443 [32] and in the European research projects [33] , [34] . An excellent overview of the recent progress on the integration of safety and security can be found in [35] .
Initial attempts combining fault and attack trees have appeared in [4] , [5] , [36] . However, many of these works focus on qualitative aspects, or handle fewer risk metrics than we do, or support only independent quantitative annotations of attributes on the leaves. Related to AFTs are Booleandriven Markov processes (BDMPs, [37] , [38] ). However, there are several important differences: whereas our approach is compositional, BDMPs are monolithic, i.e. one single Markov model is constructed for each BDMP. This makes the BDMP formalism harder to extend with important features, like complex maintenance strategies, and attacker profiles. Further, cost structures are not considered. Also, triggers and phase clocks make the BDMP formalism cluttered. Another model based approach to study safety-security interactions are through Petri-nets [39] and stochastic activity networks [40] . Both these modelling frameworks are powerful, and exhibit concurrency and synchronization characteristics. Earlier approaches deploying stochastic model checking to fault trees or attack trees appeared in [41] - [43] .
II. ATTACK FAULT TREES
Attack-fault trees (AFTs) model how a top-level (safety or security) goal can be refined into smaller sub-goals, until no further refinement is possible. In that case, we arrive at the leaves of the tree that model either the basic component failures (BCF), the basic attack steps (BAS) or on demand instant failures (IFAIL). Since subtrees can be shared, AFTs are directed acyclic graphs, rather than trees. AFT leaves. We take a standard approach from fault tree analysis [8] , [9] and assume that all BCFs are governed by exponential probability distributions, i.e. the probability of a disruption occurring before time t is given as:
where λ is the rate of exponential distribution. Further, BCFs are enriched with cost structures such as damage. BAS on the other hand, represent the active steps taken by an attacker to compromise the system. They are equipped with an exponential distribution representing the attack duration, discrete probabilities quantifying the attack success irrespective of the execution time and a rich cost structure that includes the cost incurred by an attacker and the damage inflicted on the organization. Though we use exponential distributions, our methodology can handle other complex distributions such as phase-type distributions. Here, we use exponential distribution as they are relatively easy to handle since their shape is completely defined by one parameter and is tractable. We characterize each BAS by a control strength (CS). The concept of CS is taken from [29] and indicates the difficulty level of the attack step. Here, we assign the CS of each BAS to a ordinal value in {low, medium, high}. e.g. we can label the CS of an atomic attack step of break-in through a tamper resistant window as high as compared to break-in through a glass window whose CS can be stated as low. An IFAIL leaf is used to model an on demand probabilistic failure of a component, typically electromechanical components start when needed (on demand) [44] . AFT gates. Complex multi-step disruption scenarios are modelled by a composition of multiple BAS, BCF and IFAIL through smart exploitation of gates -AND, OR, SAND, VOT(k)/n, PAND, FDEP and SPARE taken from both dynamic fault trees (see figure 1 for the standard and dynamic fault tree gates) and attack trees (see Figure 2 for the supported attack tree gates).
An AND gate is disrupted if all its children needs to be disrupted. In this way, we can model a power outage when both the primary power supply and the backup supply are disrupted. Similarly, an OR gate is disrupted if either of its child is disrupted, and the VOT(k)/n propagates a disruption if k of its n children are disrupted. The sequential AND (SAND) gate propagates a disruption when its children are disrupted from left to right with a restriction that the success of the preceding step determines whether successive step should be started. For example, installing a malware requires three sequential steps: creation of the malware, sending it across the network and then waiting for an user to run it. In contrast to a SAND gate, in a PAND gate all children are operational at the system start, however the disruption occurs only, if all events are executed from left to right. For example, an attacker can gain opportunistic access only if there is a transient fault in the signalling component (e.g. security camera) before. The SPARE gate consists of a primary input and one or more spare input. At system start, the primary is active, and the spares are in standby mode. When the primary input fails, one of the spare inputs is activated and replaces the primary. If no more spares are available, the SPARE gate is disrupted. The FDEP (functional dependency) gate consists of a trigger event and several dependent events. When the trigger event occurs, all the dependent events fail, e.g. the disruption of the back up power immediately disrupts the security controls such as the security cameras and the alarms. Examples. We show our approach on two distinct safetysecurity scenarios from [38] (Example 1) and [37] (Example 2).
Example 1:
The AFT depicted in figure 3 models an interplay of malicious and accidental failures resulting in the top event, i.e. Pollution. The system consists of a pipeline carrying toxic substance which is monitored through a control device namely SiS (Safety instrumented system). The system is disrupted if there is a spillage due to first a failure of SiS and then a pipe breakdown (modelled through PAND) or a hybrid failure. A hybrid failure can occur only if there is first a pipe breakdown and then a failure of stand-by SiS (modelled through SAND). Both Pipe and SiS can be disrupted maliciously as well as accidentally. The parameters for the malicious events with their control strength is given in Table I . The parameters for the BCF and IFAIL are provided in figure 3 . Note that the parameters for detection and the execution rate are directly taken from [38] . Other parameters like costs, damage and CS are arbitrarily chosen to illustrate the analysis method.
Here, λ s/N D is the rate of undetected execution, γ D(I) is the initial detection probability, λ D/(O) represents an ongoing detection, λ is the accidental failure rate and γ is an on demand failure probability.
BAS CS Cost to perform
Parameters for detection and the malicious acts (in US$) execution rate SiS high Fixed cost= 1500
Pipe low Fixed cost= 500
Once detected: 0 (stop) Example 2: The AFT depicted in Figure 4 , models a classical example of safety and security antagonism in the design of an emergency exit door. Here, the design choice is to be made between keeping the emergency exit door either always locked or always unlocked. While from the safety perspective it is important that the door remains unlocked, from the security perspective, an open door is a security vulnerability which could be exploited by an attacker. From the perspective of safety, the top event: integrity of person may be affected if there is a fire and the door remains locked. From the security point of view, first the attack needs to be initiated and then access must be obtained via breaking the door (either walk-in if the door is unlocked or force open the door). Note we model the status of the door with two IFAIL leaves -Door locked and Door unlocked, with a restriction that if the door is in a locked position, the probability of the door being unlocked is 0. Attacker profiles. In order to assess how different threat agents influence the disruption values, we introduce attacker profiles. An attacker profile (AP) quantifies the resource prerequisites and the ability of an attacker persona to launch an attack. Formally, we express these prerequisites as TC (threat capability) [29] which is a logical combination of propositional and real valued attributes (budget, skills, resources). It is then mapped to a single ordinal value in {low, medium, high}. We take a constraint based approach where we assume that an attacker can choose non deterministically the attack steps to attempt, satisfying T C >= CS. Such lookup tables for attacker persona are popular in TARA specifications [45] and can be devised based on stakeholders interest and expert opinion.
Attacker Role
Attributes Table II and CS of the malicious leaves in Table I , we note that Ervin can attempt both malicious leaves in the AFT (in Figure 3) while Ethan can attempt only one malicious leaf 'Pipe broken maliciously'.
III. STOCHASTIC TIMED AUTOMATA
Stochastic timed automata (STA) is an extension of timed automata with stochastic semantics. Here, the constraints on the edges and the invariants on the locations are used to enable or force certain transitions at certain times. These constraints and invariants are specified as clocks, which increase linearly over time, but may be reset when a transition is taken.
Consider the two tree nodes: 1) BAS and 2) top event i.e. root of the AFT. The stochastic timed automata (STA) representing a BAS is shown in the Figure 5 and consists of the location {Initial, Wait, potentially undetected, potentially detected, ongoing, activated, execution, wait success, success, fail, stop} and two types of transitions: Time delays governed by the probability distributions (here put as invariant (lamda and lambda1) over the locations {activated, ongoing} respectively). and probabilistic where weights like w1 and w2 are specified over the dotted edges to specify the probability distributions of the discrete transitions.
The STA representing the top event node (shown in Figure 6) , consists of the locations -{Initial, waiting disrupt, Top}. It initializes the system by emitting a broadcast signal (activate[id]!) and then waits for a broadcast signal disrupt[id]? from its child node. After receiving that signal, it makes a transition to the 'Top' location, which indicates the disruption of the AFT. Here, we use a clock x top that keeps track of the global time. By translating each element of the AFT into an equivalent STA and composing them together iteratively using proper broadcast signals, we obtain a network of STAs (NSTA), see Figure 7 . The resulting NSTA is then used to perform model checking, i.e. we verify the satisfiability of the safety-security metrics formalized as queries (as in section V) over the resulting NSTA. Here, we use UPPAAL SMC [25] as the tool to perform the statistical model checking (SMC). Uppaal has an inbuilt graphical editor to construct and check the structural integrity of the models. Its inbuilt simulator and query engine can be used to obtain and visualize the probability distributions, evolution of the number of runs with timed bounds and compute the expected values.
IV. TRANSLATION OF ATTACK-FAULT TREES TO STOCHASTIC TIMED AUTOMATA
In this section, we provide an unambiguous semantics by constructing a STA template for each element of the AFT. Each construct is then identified with a unique id and is passed different input parameters to its template. Figure 5 , models an atomic malicious step taken by an AP. It is activated on receiving a activate[id]? signal from its parent node. Thereafter, an attack can go either undetected (with a probability of w1 w2+w1 ) or be detected (with a probability of w2 w1+w2 ). The execution of the attack step requires an investment by an attacker in terms of fixed costs (f) and time (execution time is assumed as exponentially distributed with a mean of lambda). During the execution of BAS, an attacker also incurs variable costs (v) that vary linearly with the time spent executing the attack in the location. Further, we consider the possibility that an attack which is undetected may get detected later in the future (modelled with ongoing detection rate given by lambda1). If the attack is detected at any stage, an attacker has to abort the attack, otherwise it is either successful with a probability of p p+q or fails with a probability of q p+q . If the BAS is successful, it inflicts a damage d and informs its parent nodes by sending a disrupt[id]! signal.
Basic attack step (BAS). A BAS as shown in

Basic Component Failure (BCF).
The STA corresponding to the BCF as shown in Figure 8(a) , models an accidental/ random failure of a component. Initially, it waits in the left most state to be activated from the parent node. After activation, the component can fail with a failure rate given by lambda4. The failing of the BCF results in a damage of d.
IFAIL.
The IFAIL leaf shown in figure 8(b) is used to model an instantaneous disruption likely to arise with a probability of p1 p1+p2 . Parallel and sequential AND gate model. Both the parallel AND and the sequential AND (SAND) models a conjunctive composition of its leaves/ sub-trees. An AND gate upon activation (see figure 9 ) waits for a disrupt[id]? signal. After receiving it from all of its children, it emits a disrupt[id]! signal to its parent node. In contrast to an AND gate, a SAND gate (see figure 10 ) initially activates only its leftmost child. The disruption of this child leads to the activation of the second leftmost child. The disruption of the rightmost child indicates a disruption of the gate. The behaviour of the SPARE gate is similar to a SAND gate.
PAND gate and FDEP gate model. Unlike a SAND gate, a PAND after being activated gate from its parent node immediately activates both of its children, see Figure 11 . It sends a disrupt[id]! signal to its parent node when its children are compromised in an order from the left to the right. A FDEP gate (see Figure 12) consists of a trigger event T and one (or several) dependent event. Once it gets activated on receiving activate[id]?, it listens for the disruption of the trigger. When it receives a disrupt[id]?, it sends a disrupt [id]! signal to its parent node that indicates the disruption of its dependent event.
OR gate model. An OR gate (see Figure 13 ) represents a disjunctive composition of its sub-trees. On activation, the gate enables both its child nodes A and B. As soon as one of its children is disrupted, the gate sends a disrupt[id]! signal to its parent node.
V. SAFETY/ SECURITY METRICS ON AFT
In this section, we formalize the safety/ security metrics and translate it into the Uppaal SMC queries. • as-is analysis:
-Probability of disruption: Suppose we have a random variable X(t). We say that X AP AF T (t) = 1 if the top event of the AFT is reached within time t and 0 if it is not. Then, the probability that the AFT is disrupted is given as i.e P (X AP AF T (t) = 1).
-Expected cost of a malicious disruption: As our AFTs include cost structures, we can compute the expected cost for an AP to reach the top node of the AFT successfully. Formally, this is given as
where Cost(t) is the accumulated costs incurred upto time 't 'in reaching the top event of AFT. Similarly, we can compute the expected damage to reach the goal successfully.
-Mean time to malicious disruption:
The mean time to attack is given as
where W denotes the accumulated time in reaching the goal.
• what if analysis:
-Constrained value: We obtain the constrained values by varying the bound of one attribute over the other attribute (e.g. disruption values under certain time/ budget constraints). -Role of Adversaries: We use different attacker personas, each time with a different combination of attributes to obtain the disruption values.
• design alternatives: By disabling different subtrees/ leaves and observing the percentage difference in the probability of disruption of the top event i.e S = ∂Pgoal ∂Pleaf , we can compare the different safety/ security design choices.
Uppaal SMC queries. We use the property specification language WMTL [46] to translate the safety-security metrics into Uppaal SMC queries. If we indicate the goal state in the STA of top event as Top, the probability of a successful disruption within time t can be written as P[x top <= t](<> top event.T op) where <> is the existential operator and x top is a clock in the STA to track the global time. In order to quantify the disruption only attributed to the malicious scenarios or obtain the disruption values for different adversaries, we disable different subtrees and re-run the simulations. The expected costs for a successful disruption can be obtained as
where top event.T op = 1 if the goal is reached and 0 otherwise. Here, costs is the accumulated costs within the time bound B and N is the number of simulations. Similarly, we can obtain the expected time and the expected damage within a certain bound. In order to obtain the constrained values such as probability of the disruption within time t and within costs C, we run the bounded query P[time <= t](<> top event.T op ∧ costs <= C). We can perform similar, constrained queries to obtain the probability of a successful disruption with a damage D.
VI. CASE STUDIES
We demonstrate our approach through three well-known case studies taken from [38] and [37] . Our models produce the same result over the few existing metrics in these paper, thus validating our models. Moreover, we compute several additional risk metrics. A. Case-study A: Pipeline spill Table I and in Figure 3 . Figure 14 succinctly captures the distinction between the as-is scenarios and the what if scenarios taking different adversaries, Ethan and Ervin into account. It shows that for asis scenarios (Figure 14(a) ), Ervin has a very high probability (0.98) of causing a disruption in a mission time of 350 days as compared to Ethan whose probability of successful disruption is 0.25 in the same time period. This is expected, as Ervin has a high TC and can execute more BAS as compared to Ethan. Further, we see that Ervin takes around 7 days as mean time to disrupt while incurring an expected cost of 3157 US$ and inflicting an expected damage of 1521 US$. Ethan on the other hand has to incur an average cost of 4687 US$ and takes a mean time of 146 days to successfully cause a disruption inflicting damage of 1042 US$. With the detection measures implemented (see Figure 14(b) ), the probability of disruption decreases while the expected days, the expected costs and the expected damage increases for a successful disruption, in line with our intuition. Figure 15 (a), shows a Pareto frontier for Ervin, showcasing a tradeoff for him in expending costs and time. Here, for example, we see that in order to disrupt the system with a probability of 0.5, he can spend an amount of 10500 US$ while completing the attack in 100 days or just spend 3750 US$ while completing the attack in 330 days. We observe that more resources are required (both time and costs) if he wants to disrupt the system with a probability of 0.7, which is consistent with our intuition. In Figure 15 (b), we perform a cost-benefit analysis to identify those malicious events that fetch Ervin the more dividends (i.e. lower incurred costs with a higher probability of disruption). Interestingly, we see that Ervin has a higher chances of disruption with a lower incurred cost if he executes only 'SiS disabled maliciously'than performing both the malicious events. This is not surprising, as we have assumed that Ervin can disrupt the system by executing the leaf 'SiS disabled maliciously'even after getting detected, whereas he has to abort his attack if he gets detected during the execution of 'Pipe broken maliciously'(see Table I ).
The different scenarios examined in the case study are useful to reason about the potential precursors of disruption (accidental/ malicious) and quantify its impact (expected damage). By stepping into the shoes of an adversary and knowing what is economically and temporally feasible (expected costs and time) for them, a risk manager can take informed decisions on security-hardening measures and prioritize investments over the most vulnerable components. The objective of this case study (refer example 2) is to analyse the different design choices when safety and security requirements are in contradiction with each other. Here, a design choice is to be made in keeping the emergency exit door either always locked or always unlocked.
B. Case-study B: Emergency exit door
In Table III , we see there is a significant reduction in the probability of attack if the door is locked (around 90% in a mission time of 30 days) in comparison to a scenario when the door is unlocked. If the door is unlocked the probability of accidental disruption is 0 as the person can escape the accidental event of fire easily. We also see that the probability of the top event is significantly higher (0.42 when the door is unlocked to 0.044 when door is locked, both in a mission time of 100 days).
Thus, we conclude that the security breaches are more likely than the accidental events. From this elementary case-study, we learn how an early analysis of the design alternatives can be helpful in ensuring a system is both safe and secure even before its deployment.
C. Case-study C: Oil Pipeline
The objective of this case study (taken from [37] ) is to represent and analyse a complex industrial safety critical scenario using AFTs. Here, we compare different disruption scenarios, namely: (1) only accidental component failures, (2) hybrid disruptions involving both malicious attacks and accidental failures. In addition, we identify which component failures/subtrees have a significant contribution to the disruption values.
System architecture. The system (see figure 16) consists of pumps and valves to regulate the flow of the polluting substance in a pipeline and sensors all along this pipeline, that communicate the pressure and the flow information to the Remote terminal unit (RTU). RTUs measure the pressure differences between the adjacent RTUs and send signals to the Control centre (CC) which controls the opening and the closing of the valves. All the field instrumentation (CC, RTU and sensors) are remotely connected to a Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) system. The top event (see figure 18 ) Pollution can occur via spillage of toxic substance only if either there is an attack and then a pipeline failure (modelled with a PAND gate) or a pipeline failure followed by a sequentially an accidental protection failure (modelled with a SAND gate). The attack is assumed to happen once in a 5 year and involves malicious access to the SCADA. Here, the pipeline can break either accidentally or maliciously through the water-hammer attack. We also consider here a reflex action, which is a redundant safety action built at each RTU to shutdown the pump locally without waiting for the CC instructions. The results represented in Figure 17(a) show that in the case of hybrid scenario, the probability of pollution is 0.03 for a mission time of 1 year and approximately 0.13 for a mission time of 10 years. To find which leaf is the most critical, we perform a sensitivity analysis. This is performed by running the analysis multiple times while disabling the different subtrees and observing the percentage difference in the probability of disruption of the top event. As we see in Figure 17(b) , "Access RTU" is the most critical subtree playing a significant role in the disruption, hence we put a detection mechanism on it. We re-run the simulations by putting two different detection mechanisms on RTU -a good one and a bad one. A good detection mechanism is the one which detects an attack with a discrete probability given as γ = 0.5 while a bad detection mechanism is one which detects an attack with a probability given as γ = 0.1. Figure 17 (a) shows a good detection mechanism greatly reduces the probability of disruption (0.07 in 10 years). Thus, we can devise and compare the influence of mitigation strategies in both the accidental and the malicious disruption. The identification of critical components can prioritize preventive component maintenance and security hardening controls.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provide a novel framework to capture the temporal and causal security and safety interactions through the AFTs. We have shown how AFT can be translated into a stochastic timed automata and analysed using statistical model checking. Our analysis allows us to quantify several combinations of accidental and malicious disruption scenarios yielding probabilistic estimates over time and compute several metrics, including the expected costs, the expected time and the expected damage for the different adversaries. This is demonstrated through several case studies, enabling a risk manager to answer the what-if scenarios and thus prioritize the necessary steps to protect their critical infrastructures. In the future, we plan to extend our work by considering more cost structures in AFTs such as maintenance & repairs. Additionally, we also plan to refine our attacker model by making it fully adaptive. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT This work has been supported by the EU FP7 project TREsPASS (318003).
